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Main material Steel

Knife size (L x W x H) 155 x 4.3 x 12 mm

Weight 27.3 g

Weight per unit (magazine on self-
service card)

55.5 g

SCALPEL BLADE 
0.40 mm, 10 in magazine NO. 1025.50

SCALPEL BLADE 
0.40 mm, stainless, 10 in magazine NO. 125.50

SCALPEL BLADE 
0.40 mm, stainless, 10 in magazine NO. 18.50

SCALPEL BLADE 
0.40 mm, 10 in magazine NO. 19.50

SCALPEL BLADE 
0.40 mm, stainless, 10 in magazine NO. 20.50

SCALPEL BLADE 
0.40 mm, 10 in magazine NO. 22.50

SCALPEL BLADE 
0.40 mm, 10 in magazine NO. 23.50

SCALPEL BLADE 
0.40 mm, 10 in magazine NO. 36.50

SCALPEL BLADE 
0.40 mm, 10 in magazine NO. 24.50

GRAFIX SCALPEL LARGE
NO. 21121.55

Stable Design
No wonder, since your 
precise cutting tool is 
made 100% out of forged 
and chrome plated steel. 
This robustness will defi-
nitely benefit you in your 
daily work.

A wide variety of blades
You will definitely also 
like the large selection 
of blades provided for 
this scalpel. So you can 
re-equip your product 
depending on preference 
and cutting material with a 
few hand grips.

Easy blade changing
You can lift the blade a little 
at the back with one hand. 
At the same time, you pull 
it out at the front with the 
other hand. Now insert the 
new blade, ready.

Ergonomic handle
In spite of the material, 
your scalpel is lightweight. 
The rounded-0ff handle 
end and the grooved sur-
faces for a firmer grip are 
pleasant additions. The 
open view of the cutting 
point also assists you in 
your work.

 
 

Shining introduction as a precision tool. With an extra long point.
A picture book scalpel in form and function - or just one from the 
MARTOR range of products. You can work on graphic paper, film 
sheets and much more with the GRAFIX SCALPELL LARGE. Since 
it is made out of chrome plated steel, you can easily place more 
stress on it. In this variant, we have fitted a large scalpel blade 
with an extra long, rounded off cutting edge.

Application

OPTIONAL BLADES

 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES NO. 21121.55

Technical features

Main cutting materials

USED BLADE CONTAINER NO. 9810.08

WALL MOUNT BRACKET USED 
BLADE CONTAINER

NO. 9845.06

SAFEBOX NO. 108000.00

ACCESSORIES

PRODUCT DETAILS

GRAFIX SCALPELL LARGE with extra-long blade 
1 in magazine on self-service card                                              
(10 in multipack) NO. 21121.55

Installed blade: SCALPEL BLADE 
0.40 mm, 10 in magazine NO. 21.50

GRAFIX SCALPELL LARGE with a rounded off tip 
1 in magazine on self-service card                                             
(10 in multipack) NO. 21124.55

Installed blade: SCALPEL BLADE 
0.40 mm, 10 in magazine NO. 24.50

GRAFIX SCALPELL LARGE with a prominent tip 
1 in magazine on self-service card                                                
(10 in multipack) NO. 21125.55

Installed blade: SCALPEL BLADE 
0.40 mm, 10 in magazine NO. 25.50

ALL VARIANTS


